
Abstract. This paper, written to mark the twentieth anniversary
of the discovery of the top quark, offers some insight into how
the understanding of this heaviest known particle has developed
from prediction through search to discovery to the current
knowledge of its production mechanisms and properties. The
central role of the top quark in the Standard Model is consid-
ered, and the window of opportunity it opens for seeking new
physics beyond the Standard Model is discussed.
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1. Introduction

Twenty years have passed since the discovery of the heaviest
elementary particle, the top quark, in the CDF (Collider
Detector at Fermilab) and D0 Tevatron experiments [1, 2].
The top quark, being even heavier than the Higgs boson
recently discovered at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC),
remains one of the most interesting objects in the elementary
particle zoo.

In 1964, Gell-Mann and Zweig [3, 4] developed the quark
model to explain the experimental observations in accelerator
and cosmic ray experiments of many new strongly interacting
particles called hadrons. Originally, it was enough to
introduce only three quarks, namely u (up), d (down), and
s (strange), to correctly describe the charges and spins of
observed hadrons. In this model, all the quarks are spin 1/2
fermions and should have fractional electric charges of�2=3
(in units of the electron charge, e) for the u-quark, andÿ1=3e
for the d- and s-quarks. The proton and the neutron are
formed from the quark combinations uud and ddu; respec-
tively. The masses of the quarks are a few MeV for u- and d-
quarks, and �100 MeV for the s-quark, based on measured
masses of the proton, neutron, p and K mesons, and
subsequently on deep inelastic scattering measurements.

In 1974, a newmeson called J=cwas observed [5, 6] which
was quickly interpreted as a bound state of a new quark, c
(charm), and its antiparticle, with electric charges�2=3e. The
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charm quark had been predicted theoretically to explain the
decay properties of charged and neutral K mesons through
the Glashow±Iliopoulos±Maiani (GIM) mechanism [7]. By
that time, four electrically and weakly interacting particles
[electron (e), electron neutrino (ne), muon (m), and muon
neutrino (nm)] were also known, and an interesting symmetric
picture appeared containing four quarks, combined into two
generations, (u, d) and (c, s), and four leptons similarly
arrayed in the corresponding (ne, e) and (nm, m) generations.

In the mid-1970s, this symmetry was broken when the t
lepton was discovered [8] and a new quark, b (bottom), with a
mass of about 5 GeV and electric charge ofÿ1=3e, was added
to the quark family. The b-quark was inferred from the
discovery of the U-meson at Fermilab [9] with a mass of
about 10 GeV, which was seen to be a bound state of b- and
�b-quarks. Subsequent measurements at Cornell, DESY, and
SLAC confirmed this interpretation. Assuming that the new
lepton and quark belonged to a third fermion generation,
then to recover the quark±lepton symmetry the theory needed
one more quark and one more neutrino to exist.

The new `top' quark was discovered in 1995, and in 2000
the tau neutrino was observed in t-lepton decays in the
Fermilab DONUT (Direct Observation of the NU Tau)
experiment.

In the Standard Model (SM), the top quark has the same
quantum numbers and interactions as all other up type
quarks. It is the weak isospin partner of the b-quark with
spin 1/2 and electric chargeQT

em � �2=3e. The left chiral part
of the top quark is the upper component of the weak isospin
doublet, while the right chiral component is a weak isospin
singlet. It is a color triplet with respect to the SU�3�c gauge
group responsible for the strong interactions in the SM. From
the theory side, the top quark is absolutely needed to ensure
cancellation of the chiral anomaly in the SM and, therefore,
to ensure its consistency as a quantum field theory.

The measured value of the top-quark mass at the
Tevatron and the LHC is now known with a precision better
than 0.5% and is the most precisely determined mass of a
quark: mt � 173:34� 0:27�stat� � 0:71�syst� GeV [10].

It is the heaviest known elementary particle, with a mass
slightly less than that of the gold nucleus and thus does not
conform to the original quark conjecture as a simple
constituent of hadrons. However, up to now, we have had
no indication of any internal top-quark structure; it behaves
in all processes like a pointlike particle.

Two empirical facts distinguish the top fromother quarks:
its much larger mass, and its very small mixing with quarks of
the first and second generations. The natural question arises:
Why is the top quark so special? Why is it alone in having a
mass of approximately the electroweak (EW) symmetry
breaking scale? In the SM there is no answer to this
question. In another respect, the top quark is a unique
object. The quark mixing in the SM is encoded in matrix
elements of the Cabibbo±Kobayashi±Maskawa (CKM)
matrix [11, 12]. The matrix element Vtb is close to unity,
while the elements Vts and Vtd are significantly smaller than
unity. These two experimental facts, large mass and small
mixing, lead to the conclusion that in the SM the top quark
decays to a W-boson and b-quark with a probability close to
100%.

The width of the top is computed in the SM to be about
1.5 GeV [13, 14], much smaller than its mass. On the other
hand, the top width is significantly larger than the typical
quantum chromodynamics (QCD) scale L � 200 MeV. As a

result, the top lifetime (tt � 5� 10ÿ25 s) is much smaller than
the typical time for the formation of QCD bound-state
hadrons (tQCD � 1=LQCD � 3� 10ÿ24 s). Therefore, the top
quark decays long before it can hadronize and, hence,
hadrons containing a top quark are not expected to exist
[15]. In this respect, the physics of the top quark is much
simpler than, for example, the physics of B-hadrons, in which
bound states of the b-quark with other quarks and antiquarks
form a rich spectroscopy. However, since the top quark
decays before hadronization, its properties are not hidden
by hadronization effects and, therefore, it provides a very
clean source for fundamental information. In particular, the
SM predicts very specific spin correlation properties. Due to
the vector±axial vector (V ±A) structure of the charged
currents in the SM, the top and antitop spins are strongly
correlated in production and represent a unique experimental
probe in the quark sector through the directions of their decay
products.

Two classes of top-quark production exist. The first
proceeds by the strong QCD force in which a quark and an
antiquark or a pair of gluons interact to produce a top and
antitop quark. Since each of the produced tops decays to a
W-boson and a b-quark, the final states are determined by the
ways that the W-bosons decay. The quarks hadronize in the
detector as collimated sprays of hadrons called jets. If bothW-
bosons decay to charged leptons and neutrinos (ll channel),
the final state has two leptons, two (b) jets, and missing
transverse energy =ET carried away by the two neutrinos. If one
W decays to a lepton and the other to quark pairs (l� jets
channel), the final state comprises one lepton, four jets (of
which two are b-jets) and =ET. If both W-bosons decay to
quarks (all-jets channel), the final state has six quark jets.
The second production class proceeds through the weak
interaction with a W-boson propagator, leading to a single
top quark in the final state, associated with at least one other
jet.

The top quark, with its large mass and correspondingly
large Yukawa coupling yt � 23=4G

1=2
F mt �

���
2
p

mt=v (where
GF is the Fermi constant, and v is the vacuum expectation
value of the Higgs field) close to unity, makes a significant
impact on various electroweak observables due to SM
quantum loop corrections involving the top. In particular,
the loop corrections to W- and Z-boson masses are propor-
tional to the top mass squared. The fit of precision electro-
weak data obtained at the Large Electron Positron (LEP)
collider experiments and the SLAC Large Detector (SLD)
experiment by SM computations at a loop level allowed the
indirect estimate of the top-quark mass mt � 177�7�17ÿ8ÿ19 GeV
[16], which was in good agreement with the measurements. A
modern global fit of precision electroweak measurements by
quantum-loop-corrected SM predictions with a significant
top-quark input shows how perfectly the SM works as a
quantum gauge theory [17].

The loop contribution involving top quarks is one of the
most important factors in the Higgs boson self-coupling
evolution with energy scale. It is crucial to know the top-
quark mass value precisely to understand how stable the SM
vacuum is. The current precision of slightly less than 0.5%
does not seem good enough yet to get a concrete answer [18].

Due to the large top-quark mass, the Higgs boson mass
parameter also gets large loop corrections which depend
quadratically on the scale of possible new physics. Such a
dependence may lead to the so-called `little hierarchy
problem' and motivate the possible existence of top-quark
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partners which might be accessible at the LHC. Such
partners, if they exist, could make extra loop contributions,
thus canceling the strong quadratic behavior and stabilizing
the Higgs mass parameter.

In the following sections, we discuss various aspects of the
top quark in more detail. In Section 2, the history of searches
for the top quark at CERN, DESY, and KEK is traced. The
top quark's discovery at the Fermilab Tevatron is described in
Section 3. In Section 4, we present the measurements of the
top pair production cross section. In Section 5, we continue
with the discovery of single top production and measure-
ments of the electroweak single top cross section. Due to the
importance of the top-quark mass, its measurement and
related problems are discussed in a special Section 6. In
Section 7, top quark properties such as spin, charge, life-
time, and the CKM matrix element Vtb are presented. The
special role of the top quark in the SM, particularly in
assuring the consistency of the Higgs mechanism of sponta-
neous electroweak symmetry breaking in the SM, is discussed
in Section 8. In Section 9, the role of the top quark as a
possible guide to new physics is reviewed. A short conclusion
is given in the final section.

2. History of searches for the top quark

The quark model discussed in the previous section (see Fig. 1)
and the development of the StandardModel in the 1970s [19±
21] implied the existence of a top quark, the charge �2=3e
partner of the bottom quark. The search for this new quark
went on for twenty years. Using the ratios of the already
observed quark masses, some physicists suggested that the
top quarkmight be about three times as heavy as the b-quark,
and thus expected that the top would appear as a heavy new
meson containing a t�t pair, with a mass of around 30 GeV.

The electron±positron (eÿe�) colliders then under con-
struction raced to capture the prize. By 1984, the PETRA
eÿe� collider at the Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron
(DESY) in Germany reached a center-of-mass energy of

46.8 GeV and excluded the existence of the top quark with a
mass of about half the total center-of-mass energy or
23.3 GeV [22±24]. The e�eÿ collider TRISTAN with an
energy of 61.4 GeV was built at the High Energy Accelerator
ResearchOrganization (KEK) in Japan in 1986 with themain
goal of discovering the top quark. By 1990, experiments at
TRISTAN excluded the top quark with a mass of less than
30.2 GeV [25]. Later on, the two e�eÿ Z-boson factories, SLC
at SLAC and LEP at CERN, started operation, and by about
1990 set a lower limit on mt at half of the Z-boson mass:
mt 5 45:8 GeV [26±29].

In the early 1980s, the Super Proton±Antiproton Syn-
chrotron (Sp�pS) collider came into operation at CERN with
counter-rotating beams of protons and antiprotons colliding
with an energy of 540 GeV (later upgraded to 630 GeV). The
protons and antiprotons brought their constituent quarks
and antiquarks into collisions with typical energies of 50 to
100 GeV. Besides the important discoveries of the W- and
Z-bosons which are the carriers of the unified electroweak
force, the CERN experiments demonstrated another aspect
of quark behavior. Though quarks had continued to elude
direct detection, they can be violently scattered in high-energy
collisions. The high-energy quarks emerging in the collision
region are subject to the strong interaction, creating addi-
tional quark±antiquark pairs from the available collision
energy. The quarks and antiquarks so created combine into
ordinary hadrons that are observed at the detectors. These
hadrons tend to cluster along the direction of the original
quark, and are thus recorded as a `jet' of rather collinear
particles. Such quark jets, previously sensed at SLAC and
DESY, were clearly observed at CERN and became a key
ingredient in the next round of top quark searches.

With the advent of the Sp�pS, and the more powerful
1800 GeV Tevatron collider at Fermilab in 1988, the search
for the top quark turned to even higher masses. At the large
masses now accessible, the t�t bound state was unlikely to form
(as the top quark would decay faster than the time needed
for binding the quarks into a bound state), so the decays
of isolated top quarks were expected. For mt < mW, the
W-boson decay into a top quark and a b-quark would occur.
A good channel for the search was W� ! t�b! e�neb�b and
the charge-conjugate process. The main background would
be the QCD production of W-bosons and jets in the strong
interactions.

In 1984, the UA1 experiment at the Sp�pS reported
evidence of an excess of events with an isolated lepton and
two jets, characteristic of a 40-GeV top quark [30]. UA1
observed 6 events (3 with electrons and 3 with muons) with an
expected background of less than 1 event. In retrospect, the
background from b�b productionwas underestimated, and the
top quark `observation' was later ruled out [31, 32].
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Figure 1. Standard Model table of elementary particles. Similar to the

Periodic Table (with substantially more elements), all currently known

composite particles are made of quarks and leptons interacting with forces

exchanged by the gauge bosons. Each particle has an antiparticle with the

samemass and spin, but opposite electric charge. All of the above particles

have no observed substructure down to distances of 10ÿ18 cm. The Higgs

boson supplies mass to most elementary particles.

Table 1. Summary of increasing mass limits on the mass mt of the top

quark through the 1980s and early 1990s.

Year Collider Coll.
particles

Limit on mt,
¤à£

References

1984
1990
1990
1988
1990
1991
1994

PETRA (DESY)
TRISTAN (KEK)

SLC (SLAC), LEP (CERN)
Sp�pS (CERN)
Sp�pS (CERN)

Tevatron (Fermilab)
Tevatron (Fermilab)

e�eÿ

e�eÿ

e�eÿ

p�p
p�p
p�p
p�p

>23.3
>30.2
>45.8
>45
>69
>91
>131

[22 ë 24]
[25]

[26 ë 29]
[31]
[32]
[33]
[34]
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3. Top-quark discovery at the Tevatron

In 1988, the search for the top quark was joined by the CDF
experiment in the first physics run of the newly commissioned
Tevatron p�p collider [34] operating at 1.8 TeV. Based on the
unsuccessful searches for top-quark pairs t�t at eÿe� colliders
and those at the CERN Sp�pS seeking top quarks from the
decay W! t�b, it became increasingly likely that the top
quark would have a mass greater than the W-boson. By
then, the precision measurement of observables in Z-boson
decay, neutrino scattering, and the mixing of the neutral
K0 and B0 flavor eigenstates predicted that the top-quark
mass mt lay most likely in the approximate range
90 < mt < 160 GeV, based on analyzing the indirect effects
of top-quark loops in these processes within the context of
the SM.

In 1992, CDF Collaboration reported a new search for
top-quark pair production [33] in which both top quarks
decay to a W-boson (real or virtual, depending on the top
mass) and a b-quark. The search used the ll channel, as well as
the l� jets channel. In the latter channel, CDF required at
least one of the jets to be tagged as a b-jet, identified through
the presence of a low pT (soft) muon from the semileptonic
decay of a B-hadron. Comparison of the observed yield of
events with SM predictions as a function of mt gave a lower
limit of 91 GeV, thus ruling out the possibility that the
W-boson decays to top quarks and implying that the
dominant production mode would be t�t pair production.

In 1992, the new D0 experiment, with its high-resolution
liquid argon calorimeter and large electron and muon
acceptances, began operation at the Tevatron, and in 1994
raised the lower limit to 131GeV [35], now encroaching on the
window set indirectly by the precisionmeasurements. For this
run, CDF put a new siliconmicrostrip vertex detector close to
the interaction region that permitted the identification of jets
containing a b-hadron that travelled a short distance (a few
mm) from the production point, providing a powerful tool for
recognition of b-quark jets and suppression of background
processes due to W� jets and QCD multijet production.

Although both collaborations were still setting lower
limits on mt, the bounds were not much improved as the
data samples increased. In the winter of 1992±1993, both
collaborations recorded striking events that conformed to the
profile expected for top-quark pair events. Both events
occurred in the em dilepton channel, which had a low
background. The CDF event had one of the two jets tagged
by its silicon microstrip detector as a b-jet (as well as by a soft
muon). The D0 event had an electron, muon, and =ET, each
with at least 100 GeV transverse momentum. These events
were very unlikely to have arisen from the expected back-
ground processes and heightened the expectation of a top-
quark discovery.

By early 1994, CDF foundmore t�t-like events in 19 fbÿ1 of
data thanwere predicted by known backgrounds. Publication
[36] claimed evidence of the top-quark production and
reported 12 events in the dilepton channel and the l� jets
channel with at least one jet tagged as a b-quark jet by the
vertex detector or a soft muon within the jet. The probability
of the background fluctuating to the observed yield was
0.26%, too large to claim the result as a discovery, but small
enough to interpret the excess as being likely to arise from
top-quark production. The fitted mass was mt �
174� 16 GeV, and the t�t cross section was estimated to be
approximately 14 pb, a factor of about two larger than

expected from theory at the observed mt value. Shortly
afterwards, D0 reported [37] the results of an analysis in
which backgrounds were reduced through the use of topolo-
gical variables that had a comparable expected sensitivity to
CDF, but with only 7 observed events and a 7.2% probability
of the background explaining the observed yield.

The appearance of events in excess of the background
expectation created the anticipation in both collaborations
that more data could bring discovery. During a Tevatron
shutdown in summer 1994, the accelerator experts discovered
that one of the bending magnets in the machine had been
mistakenly rotated around the beam axis. With this fixed, the
instantaneous collider luminosity grew substantially and, by
early 1995, the data samples had approximately tripled
relative to the 1994 evidence results, and both collaborations
sensed that they were sufficient to permit the discovery. Both
collaborations updated their selection criteria to optimize the
sensitivity for a top quark with mass in the 150±200 GeV
region. Although there were no information exchanges
between the collaborations on their progress, each knew that
the other was getting close and each began a frenetic push to
complete the analyses. An agreement had been put in place
that when either collaboration presented a paper draft to the
Fermilab director, a one week period would start during
which the other collaboration could finalize a paper, and if so,
a simultaneous submission for publication would occur. CDF
delivered its paper in mid-February and, one week later, on
24 February 1995, both collaborations submitted their
discovery papers to Physical Review Letters. The results
were embargoed until the seminar announcing the results on
2 March, but a few days before, newspaper reporters had
picked up the scent and reported on the impending announce-
ment.

In the discovery publications [1, 2], CDF and D0
collaborations presented quite complementary analyses.
CDF relied heavily on its b-tagging capability, and claimed
a one in a million probability of the expected backgrounds
producing the observed yield of 6 dilepton events, 21 l� jet
events with a b-quark jet tagged by the vertex detector (with
27 jets tagged), and 22 l� jets events tagged by amuon within
the jet (with 23 jets tagged), with an estimated background
component of 1.3 dilepton events and 6.7 and 15.4 tagged jets
for the two categories of single-lepton events.

D0 used stricter selection cuts based on the topological
variablesHT, defined as the sum of the scalar =ET of the objects
in the event, and the aplanarity measuring the tendency for
the momenta of the objects to lie in a plane, to suppress
backgrounds. D0 found 3 dilepton events, 8 l� jets events
with topological cuts, and 6 events with a b-jet tagged with a
soft muon, with estimated backgrounds of 0.65, 1.9, and
1.2 events, respectively, for the three categories, with an
estimated probability for the background to fluctuate to the
observed yields of two in a million. For the l� jets events, a
measure of the topmass could be reconstructed from the four-
momenta of the observed objects and a fit for the neutrino
momentum using theW-mass as a constraint. This fittedmass
was then compared with a family of Monte Carlo templates
with varied input masses to obtain the most likely top-quark
mass.

Figure 2 shows the fitted mass distributions from
the discovery papers. CDF reported a mass of mt �
176� 13 GeV, and D0 found mt � 199� 30 GeV. Using
the observed yields and accounting for experimental efficien-
cies and acceptances, the cross section for t�t-pair production
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could be evaluated. CDF found st�t � 6:8�3:6ÿ2:4 pb, and D0
arrived at s�t�t� � 6:4� 2:2 pb. The results were consistent
with each other and with the modern measurements of the
mass and cross section. D0 also presented the two-dimen-
sional plot of the mass of two jets (from hadronic W-decay)
versus the three jet mass (the hadronic top decay) that
supported the hypothesis for the decay t!Wb.

Both collaborations saw an excess of events, whose
confidence level was a little lower than a 5s deviation from a
background-only hypothesis, but the joint result had more
than 5s significance and gave rise to the modern standard of
requiring 5s for a discovery.

The strikingly large mass of the observed top quark
stimulated the subsequent program of measurements
described in the succeeding Sections 4±9.

4. Top-antitop pair production

Up until 2009, the top quark could only be produced at the
Tevatron. The 2001±2011 run acquired about 10 fbÿ1 of data
using p�p collisions at 1.96 TeV, or about 200 times that used
for the 1995 discovery. In 2009, the LHC came into operation
using pp collisions, first at 7 TeV, increasing to 8 TeV in 2012
and then to 13 TeV in 2015. The general purpose ATLAS
(A ToroidaL LHC ApparatuS) and CMS (Compact Muon
Solenoid) experiments have accumulated large samples of
top-quark events, augmented by data from the LHCb (LHC
beauty) experiment in some kinematic regions.

The production of t�t pairs proceeds through the annihila-
tion of a quark (q) and an antiquark (�q) or through
interaction of gluons in the colliding beam particles. At the
Tevatron p�p collider, the q�q processes account for about 85%
of the cross section, whereas at the LHC pp collider, the
gluon±gluon (gg) process is dominant (> 80%).

Recently, the complete next-to-next-to-leading order
(NNLO) QCD calculations of the inclusive t�t-pair produc-
tion cross sections have been performed [38] with estimated
uncertainties of 2.2% (Tevatron) or 3% (LHC) due to higher-
order contributions. Some differential cross sections have
also been calculated in theNNLOapproximation [39]. Precise
measurements of inclusive and differential cross sections can
thus provide sensitive tests of the SM. Since the top quark
decays prior to hadronization, information on the spin

correlations and polarizations of t- and �t-quarks can also be
obtained from studying the pair production processes.

The Tevatron measurements of the inclusive t�t cross
sections as of 2013 are summarized in Fig. 3a. The combina-
tion of CDF andD0 results [40] yields st�t � 7:60� 0:41 pb, in
good agreement with the NNLO theoretical prediction [38] of
7.16 pb. Recent D0 updates of the l� jets and dilepton
channel cross sections using the full 9.7 fbÿ1 of data are
combined to give st�t � 7:73� 0:56 pb [41]. The individual
ATLAS and CMS inclusive cross section measurements at��
s
p � 8 TeV and their combined result, st�t � 241:5� 8:5 pb
[42], shown in Fig. 3b, are also in good agreement with the
NNLO prediction of 245.8 pb [38]. Cross sections for the
forward production of top quarks at 7 and 8 TeV consistent
with SM predictions have recently been reported by the
LHCb Collaboration [43].

Measurements of differential cross sections offer a more
sensitive way to seek new phenomena in the top-quark sector.
Many models postulate a special role for the top quark in
coupling to new non-SM physics, which could be revealed
through resonances observed in the t�t mass distribution or
departures from SM predictions in transverse momentum
(pT) or rapidity (y) distributions. Such distributions have been
measured at the Tevatron [44] and more recently at the
LHC [45], where the higher collision energy allows a much
larger region ofmt�t to be explored. To date, as shown inFig. 4,
departures from SM behavior has not been observed for
mt�t < 2:5 TeV.

Possible new physics coupling to the top quark can be
sought through the production of heavy objects in association
with a t�t pair, particularly at the LHC, where the available
phase space is larger than at the Tevatron. New physics
models such as supersymmetry predict such associated
production final states, for example, through the production
of bottom quark pairs with a decay chain ~b! t~wÿ1 and
~wÿ1 !Wÿ~w 0

1 (and charge conjugate). Other models may
enhance the SM cross sections for t�t�X final states through
new couplings (e.g., dimension six operators [46]). ATLAS
and CMS have obtained evidence for the production of t�t
pairs with associated b- or c-quarks [47], W- or Z-bosons [48±
51], and b�b [52], and have set limits on t�tt�t production [53±55].
All these results are in good agreement with the SM
predictions, as shown in Fig. 5.
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At the leading order (LO) QCD, the annihilation of
valence quarks and antiquarks in p�p collisions at the
Tevatron is not expected to give a preference for the t (or �t)
to emerge in the proton hemisphere relative to the antiproton
hemisphere. At the next-to-leading-order (NLO), however,
interferences between the LO Born and loop diagrams or
initial and final state gluon radiation diagrams result in an
expected small positive forward±backward asymmetry

A t�t
FB �

N�Dy > 0� ÿN�Dy < 0�
N�Dy > 0� �N�Dy < 0� ;

where Dy � yt ÿ y�t. The 2011 CDF measurement of A t�t
FB in

the l� jets channel with 5.3 fbÿ1 of data [56], in which the top
quarks were unfolded to the parton level, gave
A t�t

FB � 0:158� 0:074, somewhat in tension with the then-
existing NLO QCD prediction of about 0.06. The measured
asymmetry grew with both Dy and mt�t; for mt�t > 450 GeV,
the discrepancy with NLO QCD reached 3:4s. The 2011 D0
lepton+jets measurement [57] yielded A t�t

FB � 0:092� 0:037,

statistically compatible with both the CDF result and the
NLO QCD prediction. These early measurements stimulated
much theoretical activity [58] to find potential sources of new
physics that could enhance the SM prediction, such as
axigluon or Z 0 production.

By 2014, both the theoretical and experimental situations
were clarified. A complete NNLO calculation (thus, next-to-
leading order in the asymmetry) found A t�t

FB � 0:095� 0:007
[39]. Both CDF and D0 Collaboration published results for
the l� jets channel with the full Tevatron data sample [59,
60], with inclusive asymmetry values At�t

FB � 0:164� 0:047
and A t�t

FB � 0:106� 0:030, respectively. Figure 6 shows the
results as a function of Dy and mt�t for both experiments and
the NNLO predictions.

The t�t asymmetry in the dilepton channel has also been
measured by D0 [61] to be A t�t

FB � 0:175� 0:063. A related
lepton asymmetry

A l
FB �

ÿ
N�qlZl� > 0

�ÿ ÿN�qlZl� < 0
�ÿ

N�qlZl� > 0
�� ÿN�qlZl� < 0

� ;
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where ql is the sign of the lepton electric charge, and Zl is the
pseudorapidity of the lepton, has been measured in the
combined ll and l� jets and dilepton channels with the
following results for CDF [62] and D0 [63]: A l

FB �
0:090�0:028ÿ0:026 and A l

FB � 0:047� 0:027, respectively, to be
compared with the NLO prediction of A l

FB � 0:038� 0:003
[64]. The asymmetry in the pseudorapidity difference between
the two lepton rapidities can only be measured in the dilepton
channel and is consistent with NLO QCD in both Tevatron
experiments [62, 65].

Overall, the forward±backward asymmetries at the Teva-
tron have settled down to reasonable agreement with themost
accurate predictions of QCD, with CDF results typically
exceeding the prediction by roughly 1:5s, and the D0 results
in agreement with QCD to within 1s.

At the LHC, the pp symmetric initial state does not permit
the distinction between forward and backward directions to
be made, so a central-forward asymmetry is defined instead:

AC �
ÿ
N�Djyj� > 0

�ÿ ÿN�Djyj� < 0
�ÿ

N�Djyj� > 0
�� ÿN�Djyj� < 0

� ;
where Djyj � jytj ÿ jy�tj. The NLO prediction for AC is about
1%, making this measurement difficult. Current preliminary
measurements made by ATLAS [66, 67] and CMS [68±70]
with an accuracy of 1±2% are all consistent with AC � 0.

Since the top-quark weak interaction decay is much
shorter than the time required for hadronization by the
strong interaction, the spin orientations of the resultant top
quarks can be sensed through angular distributions of the
decay products. Although the polarizations of t or �t are
expected to be close to zero in the SM, the correlation
between the spin orientations is expected to be large. For the
gg process that is dominant at the LHC, the gluons have
mainly the same helicities at low mt�t, and mainly opposite
helicities at high mt�t. At the Tevatron, the production of top
quarks proceeds mainly from opposite helicities of q and �q in
the initial state, and thus the two colliders provide comple-
mentary information. The polar angle distributions of final
state fermions in the t�t rest frame can be written as

1

s
ds

d cos y1 cos y2
� 1

4
�1� a1P1 cos y1

� a2P2 cos y2 � a1a2A cos y1 cos y2� ; �1�

where yi is the decay fermion polar angle, Pi is the
polarization, ai is the spin-analyzing power for the ith
particle, and A is the spin correlation in the t�t strong
production process. The parameters a are near 1 for a
charged lepton or down type quarks, and 0.31 for up type
quarks. The spin quantization axes are chosen in the
scattering plane and therefore may be aligned in the beam
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direction, in the outgoing t-quark direction (helicity basis), or
along an intermediate axis chosen to achieve maximum
expected spin correlation. In the case of top-quark produc-
tion via the gg process, the distribution as a function of the
azimuthal angle difference between decay leptons in dilepton
events also carries information on the spin correlation.

D0's measurement of the spin correlation in the beam
basis yielded A � 0:85� 0:29 using both the lepton+jet and
dilepton channels [71]. This result is in good agreement with
the SM prediction of A � 0:78�0:03ÿ0:04 [72] and departs by 3:1s
from the no-correlation hypothesis (A � 0). CDF's measure-
ment [73] in the helicity basis has led to A � 0:60� 0:22 that
is also in good agreement with QCD. The first observations
of a nonzero spin correlation were made by ATLAS [74] and
CMS [75] using the azimuthal angle between the two leptons
in the dilepton sample in dominantly gg interactions, for
both the helicity basis and the intermediate basis. Subse-
quent addition of the lepton+jet decay channel allowed
ATLAS [76] to measure several correlation observables in
different bases, which are sensitive to different manifestations
of new physics in t�t pair production.

The top-quark parity-violating polarization in the scatter-
ing plane is very close to zero in the SM, so measurable non-
zero polarization would signal new physics. The actual extent
of polarization depends upon the choice of basis for spin
quantization; common choices are the helicity basis (the
t-quark momentum direction) or the beam basis (the
incoming proton direction), both in the t�t rest frame.

AD0 determination of the polarization in the beam basis,
P� 11:3� 9:3%, was made in conjunction with the forward±
backward asymmetry measurement in the dilepton channel
[61]. Preliminary polarization measurements were recently
performed by D0 in the l� jets channel in the beam (helicity)
basis with the resultsP � 7:0� 5:5% (ÿ10:2� 6:0%), as well
as the parity-conserving polarization normal to the scattering
plane: P � 4:0� 3:4% [77]. Both ATLAS and CMS experi-
ments have measured polarizations at 7 TeV in the helicity
basis. ATLAS determined CP-even and CP odd polarizations
of ÿ0:035� 0:040 and 0:020� 0:022 [78], respectively. CMS
found the CP-even polarization to be 0:005� 0:021 [75].

Recently, the parity-violating polarization of single top
quarks produced by the weak interaction has been measured
by CMS to be P � 0:82� 0:34 [79], in good agreement with
the NLO SM prediction of 0.88.

5. Single top production

Top quarks are mainly produced as t�t pairs in the strong
interaction reactions at hadron colliders. It was in this process
that the top quark was discovered at the Tevatron and in
which the majority of the top-quark studies were performed.
But, as first proposed in Ref. [80], top quarks could also be
produced individually in high-energy collisions via the two
electroweak processes shown in Fig. 7. A third process in
which a top quark is produced in association with the
W-boson has a negligible cross section at the Tevatron but
becomes important at the LHC, as discussed below. The
dominant t-channel process proceeds through the exchange
of a spacelike virtual W-boson between a light (u; d; c; s)
quark and a b-quark. The subdominant process involves the
exchange of a timelike virtual W-boson in the s-channel
producing a top quark and a b-quark.

The production cross sections at the Tevatron are
predicted to be 1.12 pb (s-channel) and 2.34 pb (t-chan-

nel) [81]. Somewhat surprisingly, the total electroweak single
top quark cross section is about half of that for the strong
interaction t�t-pair production value of 7.16 pb [38]. The main
reason lies in the fact that the effective mass of the final state
products in individual top production is about half of that for
pair production, so that the much more abundant lower-
momentum quarks and gluons in the interacting proton and
antiproton can give the single top quarks. However, the
smaller number of jets and leptons in single top production
compared with t�t production makes individual top-quark
detection difficult due to the more copious backgrounds.
Thus, about 50 times more luminosity and 14more years were
required to discover electroweak single top quark production
after the top quark discovery in t�t pair production via the
strong interaction.

The observation of single top quark production was
reported by the CDF and D0 Collaborations in 2009 using
about 3 fbÿ1 of Tevatron data [82, 83]. The high W+jets
background, with its larger cross section but similar final
event topology (Fig. 7), posed the major challenge. After an
initial `cut based' events selection based on the kinematic
parameters of the events, the signal fraction in the analysis
sample was only � 5%, well below the uncertainty of the
background prediction.

The only option for firmly establishing the existence of the
single top quark events was the use of multivariate analysis
methods [84, 85] which combine tens of event parameters into
a single discriminant that provides a good separation of signal
and background. This discriminant uses not just the differ-
ence in signal and background distributions in each para-
meter but also the correlations among them. The multivariate
classifiers were trained on large Monte Carlo samples of
signal and background events. Discriminant distributions
are plotted in Fig. 8 for the CDF and D0 discovery analyses
in which single top quark events concentrate on the large
values of the discriminant.

The discovery of single top quark production not only
firmly established that electroweak single top production
conforms to the SM prediction, but also verified for the first
time that the power of multivariate analyses could be
applied for particle physics discoveries. Many subsequent
discoveries in particle physics, including that of the Higgs
boson, relied heavily on the multivariate methods developed
at the Tevatron for observing the single top quark
production. These searches also spawned the development
of new theoretical tools, such as single top quark event
generators [86].

With 10 fbÿ1 per Tevatron experiment accumulated by the
end of the Tevatron run, together with improvements in the
analysis methods, precise studies of single top quark produc-
tion became possible, including the independent observation
of the single top quark t-channel and s-channel processes and
measurement of their cross sections. A combination of CDF
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Figure 7. Feynman diagrams of the single top quark production via the

(a) s-channel process, and (b) t-channel process.
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and D0 results was required for the 6:3s observation of the s-
channel process [87]. Figure 9 summarizes single top quark
production data at the Tevatron based on the full data set.
The s- and t-channel cross sections are in agreement with the
SM predictions.

The single top quark production cross section is approxi-
mately proportional in the SM to the square of the CKM
matrix element Vtb [11, 12]. By extracting Vtb from the
measured single top quark cross sections and including
uncertainties in the predictions, this parameter may be
measured directly without assumptions on the number of
quark generations or on the unitarity of theCKMmatrix. The
Tevatron measurement result for, Vtb � 1:02�0:06ÿ0:05, shown in
Fig. 10, is in agreement with the Vtb value obtained with the
assumptions of CKM matrix unitarity and three quark
generations [88].

The single top t-channel cross section of 90 pb at��
s
p � 8 TeV obtained at the LHC [89] is substantially larger
than at the Tevatron and thus provides large samples of
individual top quark events. An interesting feature of the
LHC is that about twice as many top as antitop quarks are
produced due to the proton±proton initial state (these
numbers are the same for the Tevatron). All measured single
top quark production cross sections and ratios of the top to
antitop cross sections at 7 TeV and 8 TeV LHC energies are in
agreement with SM predictions. The s-channel cross section
calculated in the SM (3.2 pb at

��
s
p � 7 TeV [90]) is slightly

bigger than that of the Tevatron, as this process requires
quark±antiquark annihilation (see Fig. 7), which is provided
by only sea antiquarks at the LHC. As backgrounds for the
s-channel process increase rapidly with energy, this channel
has not yet been observed at the LHC. In addition to
s-channel and t-channel productions, single top quarks can be
produced in association with a W-boson, called the
tW-channel, as shown in Fig. 11. The cross section for this
process is 22 pb at 8 TeV [91]. While this cross section is
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substantial, top-quark pair production creates a substantial
background. The CMS experiment, using 12 fbÿ1 of��
s
p � 8 TeV collisions and multivariate analysis methods,
was able to observe tW associated production with 6:1s
significance, completing the observation of all leading order
processes accompanying single top quark production [92].

6. Top-quark mass

6.1 Direct measurements
Measurements of the top-quark mass, mt, using kinematic
properties of the decay products of the top quark, i.e., using
direct approaches, have been performed by the ATLAS,
CDF, CMS, and D0 Collaborations applying a variety of
experimental techniques, which can be grouped into three
categories:
� The template method relies on probability densities

(PDs), often referred to as `templates', of the distributions of
kinematic observables related to the top-quark mass, such as
the invariant mass of the trijet system from the t! q�q 0b
decay. The templates are constructed using simulated MC
events, where the signal templates are parametrized as a
function of mt and possibly other parameters, such as the jet
energy correction factors. The sensitivity to mt is established
by comparing the distribution(s) of selected observable(s) in
data to the templates as a function of mt and possibly other
parameters, for example, with a maximum likelihood fit.
� The matrix element method proceeds from ab initio

calculations of the PD Pevt as a function of mt and possibly
other parameters for a given event to be observed under the
hypotheses of top quark production, Psig, or of a background
process, Pbgd, where Pevt� f Psig � �1ÿ f �Pbkg and f is the

fraction of signal events in the sample, determined from data.
The Psig and Pbgd PDs are expressed through their respective
matrix elements (MEs) Msig and Mbgd, taking into account
the experimental resolutions of the jets and leptons measured
in the detector. The MEs are sums over all contributors at a
given order. Typically, all possible jet±parton assignments are
considered and weighted by their consistency with b-tagging
information. The method establishes the sensitivity to mt by
calculating Pevt as a function of mt and maximizing the
combined likelihood for all observed events.
� The ideogram method can be considered an approxima-

tion to theMEmethod, since it also calculates a per-event PD
under the t�t production and background hypotheses. In
contrast to the ME method, Psig is calculated based on a
kinematic fit of the decay products of the top quark to its
Breit±Wigner resonance within their respective experimental
resolutions. All possible jet±parton assignments are summed,
typically weighted by their consistency with the b-tagging
information, and by the negative logarithm of the w 2 of their
kinematic fit. The combined likelihood of all observed events
is then maximized to establish the sensitivity to mt.

The advantage of the template method resides in the fact
that it is intuitive and straightforward in the sense that no
calibration of the analysis is needed, since the templates are
constructed directly from simulated MC events. This was the
method used to estimate the top-quark mass in the discovery
papers [1, 2].

The advantage of the ME technique is that it provides the
highest possible statistical sensitivity according to the Ney-
man±Pearson lemma [93] by analyzing the full four-vectors
of the measured final-state objects under fundamental signal
and background hypotheses. It also provides a more
accurate estimation of systematic uncertainties, as it evalu-
ates their impact following a concrete model described by
jMsigj2, jMbkgj2, and the experimental resolutions. A dis-
advantage of the ME method lies in its high computational
demand. The ideogram method has the advantage that it is
considerably less computationally demanding than the ME
method.

A summary of the most precise recent direct measure-
ments of mt from the ATLAS, CDF, CMS, and D0
Collaborations is given in Table 2, and an overview of the
measured values is presented in Fig. 12. In the following, we
review three representative measurements using the three
above-mentioned experimental techniques.

ATLAS recently performed a measurement of mt in the
ll channel in pp collisions at

��
s
p � 7 TeV using 4.7 fbÿ1 of

integrated luminosity [94]. This analysis applied a template
method to themlb observable, which is defined as the average
invariant mass of the charged lepton l� and the b-quark from
the t!W�l�n� b and �t!W�lÿn� �b decays. This observable
was found to exhibit less dependence on systematic uncer-
tainties than other observables [106]. The result was
mt � 173:79� 0:54�stat:� � 1:30�syst:� GeV.

A measurement of mt in the l� jets channel in pp
collisions at

��
s
p � 8 TeV was carried out by CMS using

19.7 fbÿ1 of integrated luminosity [102]. The analysis was
performed applying the ideogram method. Like most
measurements of mt in the l� jets and all-jets channels, this
analysis performs an in situ calibration of the overall jet
energy scale correction factor, kJES, by constraining the
invariant mass of the dijet system associated with the
resulting W! q 0�q decay to mW � 80:4 GeV [107]. The top-
quark mass wasmt�172:04�0:19�stat:��0:75�syst:�GeV.
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The current most precise single measurement of mt was
carried out by D0 team in the l� jets channel in p�p collisions
at

��
s
p � 1:96 TeV using 9.7 fbÿ1 of integrated luminosity [105,

108]. This analysis applied an improved implementation of
the ME method [109], which requires only 1% of the
computation time needed previously [110]. This measure-
ment substantially reduced the overall uncertainty relative
to the previous measurement [110] through an improved
estimation of the dominant uncertainties from the modeling
of t�t events and of the detector response. As shown in Fig. 13a,
a simultaneous fit to mt and the jet energy scale factor kJES
was made using the W-boson mass constraint. The result was
mt � 174:98� 0:41�stat:� � 0:63�syst:� GeV.

The first world combination of mt measurements was
performed in 2014 using the best linear unbiased estimator
(BLUE) code [111, 112] and taking into account the
correlations among the colliders, experiments, and analysis
channels for all sources of systematic errors considered [10].
The combined value was mt � 173:34� 0:27�stat:��
0:71�syst:� GeV, which corresponds to a relative error of
0.44%. Many of the recent measurements listed in Table 2
were not included in Ref. [10], and substantial improvement is
expected for the next world combination.

Currently, the world's most precise direct experimental
determination of mt comes from the recent Tevatron
combination, which includes all results from the CDF and
D0 Collaborations given in Table 2 except Ref. [104], and in
addition includes themt results fromRun I of the Tevatron at��
s
p � 1:8 TeV [113]. The combination is performed with
BLUE using a similar categorization of systematic errors to
that of the world combination. The combined Tevatron result
of mt � 174:34� 0:37�stat:� � 0:52�syst:� GeV corresponds
to a relative error of 0.37%.

6.2 Indirect measurements
For a free particle with four-momentum p, the physical mass
is usually taken as the pole of its propagator
1=�p 2 ÿ �mpole�2�. Because of confinement, quarks cannot
exist as free particles, and this definition becomes uncertain
at the level of LQCD � 0:2 GeV [114±116]. An alternative
mass definition, mMS

t , is given in the modified minimal
subtraction renormalization scheme [117]. The mMS

t mass is
also often referred to as the `running mass' mt� mR�, which
alludes to the main idea of absorbing the logarithmic
corrections from soft QCD effects into the explicit depen-
dence on the renormalization scale mR, resulting in a better
numerical behavior of perturbative predictions. Other mass
definitions have also been suggested [118, 119].

All direct measurements of mt rely on simulated MC
events, and therefore on the mass parameter used in MC
event generators, mMC

t . This introduces a dependence of the
directly measuredmt on the theory model used to describe the
showering of final state quarks or gluons and the subsequent
hadronization process. As a result, mMC

t is subject to a
systematic uncertainty on the order of LQCD [120], which is

Table 2. Overview of recent direct* measurements of mt.

Experiment Channel Method** Energy, TeV
�
Ldt, fbÿ1 mt � �stat:���syst:�, GeV Uncertainty, % References

ATLAS
ll& l� j

single t
all jets

Template
Template
Template

7
8
7

4.7
20.3
4.7

172. 99� 0.48� 0.78
172.2� 0.7� 2.0
175.1� 1.4� 1.2

0.53
1.2
1.1

[94]
[95]
[96]

CDF
ll

l� jets

all jets
ET � j

Template
Template
Template
Template

1.96
1.96
1.96
1.96

9.1
8.7
9.3
8.7

170.80� 1.83� 2.69
172.85� 0.71� 0.85
175.07� 1.19� 1.56
173.93� 1.64� 0.87

1.90
0.64
1.12
1.07

[97]
[98]
[99]
[100]

CMS
ll

l� jets

all jets

Template
Ideogram
Ideogram

8
8
8

19.7
19.7
18.2

172.3� 0.3� 1.3
172.04� 0.19� 0.75
172.08� 0.27� 0.86

0.7
0.45
0.52

[101]
[102]
[103]

D0
ll

l� jets

Template
ME

1.96
1.96

9.7
9.7

173.32� 1.36� 0.85
174.98� 0.41� 0.63

0.93
0.43

[104]
[105]

* Only the most precise measurement in a given channel is shown for each experiment. The channel labelled as ll& l� j combines the results in the ll
and l� jets channels. The label `single t' stands for topologies enriched with the production of single top quarks. The channel labelled as ET � j

corresponds to l� jets events where the charged lepton is missed.
** MEìmatrix element method.
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ATLAS, single top t, 7 TeV

ATLAS, all jets, 7 TeV

CDF, ll

CDF, l+jets

CDF, all jets

CDF, Et+jets

CMS, ll, 8 TeV

CMS, l+jets, 8 TeV

CMS, all jets, 8 TeV

D0, ll

D0, l+jets, ME

World average

Tevatron average

mt � dmt, GeV

172.99� 0.91

172.20� 2.12

175.10� 1.84

170.80� 3.25

172.85� 1.11

175.07� 1.96

173.93� 1.86

172.30� 1.33

172.04� 0.77

172.08� 0.90

173.30� 1.66

174.98� 0.76

173.34� 0.76

174.34� 0.64

Tevatron average

Figure 12. Overview of recent direct measurements of mt. Only the most

precise measurement in a given channel is shown for each experiment. The

statistical uncertainty is indicated by the thick inner error bars, while the

total uncertainty is marked by the thin outer error bars. The uncertainty

given as dmt represents the total uncertainty. For references to the

measurements see Table 2.
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explicitly accounted for in the measurements. The numerical
values of mt in the different definition schemes can differ
significantly. For example, at NNLO, the difference between
m pole

t and mMS
t is � 10 GeV. The mMC

t definition in state-of-
the-art MC generators does not absorb any corrections from
parton showering or hadronization, and therefore corre-
sponds approximately to m pole

t , with an ambiguity of up to
1 GeV [119, 120].

The first indirect measurements of mt that avoided the
ambiguity between mMC

t and m pole
t were performed by CDF

[121] and D0 [122] in 2008. These measurements extracted
m pole

t � 178�11ÿ10 GeV and m pole
t � 170� 7 GeV from the top-

quark pair production cross section, st�t, measured in the ll
(CDF) and j� jets (D0) channels using integrated luminos-
ities of 1.2 and 0.9 fbÿ1, by relating the experimental results to
the NLO [123] and approximate NNLO [38] predictions,
respectively.

The world's most precise single measurement of mpole
t

from st�t was performed with an uncertainty of 2.6 GeV by
ATLAS in the em channel using pp collision data at

��
s
p � 7

and 8 TeV [124]. This measurement profits from a small
experimental error of � 4% and the advent of the complete
NNLO calculation of st�t�m pole

t � [38], including next-to-next-
leading logarithmic (NNLL) corrections, which has a sub-
stantially reduced uncertainty relative to the approximate
NNLO results. A similar measurement was performed by
CMS, which achieved an uncertainty of 2.9 GeV [125].

Recently, ATLAS applied a novel approach [126] to
measure m pole

t from the production cross section of t�t events
in association with a hard jet, st�t�1 jet [127], as a function of the
inverse of the invariant mass of the t�t� 1 jet system,
rs / 1=

�������������
st�t�1 jet
p

, and achieved an m pole
t measurement accu-

racy of 2.2 GeV. The normalized unfolded distribution
1=st�t�1 jet�dst�t�1 jet=drs� is compared with NLO calculations

Table 3. Overview of recent indirect measurements of m pole
t .

Experiment Channel* From
cross section

Energy, TeV
�
Ldt, fbÿ1 mt, GeV Uncertainty**,

%
References

Experiment Theory

ATLAS em

em

l� jets

st�t

st�t

st�t�1 jet

7

8

7

4.6

20.3

4.6

171:4�2:6ÿ2:6

174:1�2:6ÿ2:6

173:7�2:3ÿ2:1

1.5
ÿ1.5
1.5
ÿ1.5
1.3
ÿ1.2

[123]

[123]

[126]

[37]

[37]

[125]

CDF ll st�t 1.96 1.2 178:3�10:9ÿ9:9 6.1
ÿ5.5

[120] [122]

CMS ll st�t 7 2.3 176:7�3:0ÿ2:8 1.7
ÿ1.6

[124] [37]

D0 ll& l� j st�t 1.96 9.7 169:4�3:6ÿ3:8 2.1
ÿ2.2

[40] [37]

* The channel labelled as ll& l� j combines the results in the ll and l� jets channels.
** The total uncertainty quoted corresponds to the quadratic sum of the total experimental uncertainty and the entire uncertainty of theory.
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Figure 13. Two-dimensional likelihood in mt, kJES for the world's most precise direct measurement of mt [105] is shown in figure (a). Fitted contours of

equal probability are overlaid as solid lines. The maximum is marked with a cross. The measured values with purely statistical uncertainties are given,

where the statistical uncertainty from kJES is propagated to the uncertainty inmt. The distribution �1=st�t�1jet� dst�t�1jet=drs, denoted asR, is presented in

figure (b) at the parton level for the world's most precise single measurement of m pole
t [127]. The dashed and continuous lines correspond to the SM

expectation for mpole
t � 170 and 180 GeV, respectively. The uncertainties shown in figures (a) and (b) are purely statistical.
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[126] as a function ofm pole
t in Fig. 13b. Recent measurements

of mpole
t are summarized in Table 3.

7. Top-quark properties

Unlike the top-quark mass, the SM predicts all other proper-
ties of top quarks and their decays with high precision. Since
the top-quark lifetime is much shorter than the time required
for hadronization, top-quark properties can be measured
directly and usually with much less uncertainty than those
for other quarks. where these characteristics are derived from
their bound states. Differences between measured properties
and the precisely known SM predictions offer sensitive tests
for new physics beyond the SM.

7.1 Top-quark lifetime
The lifetime t and the related resonance width G � �h=t are
primary characteristics of any particle. Due to its large mass,
a small value of the top lifetime, tt, is expected. The SM
predicts Gt � 1:32 GeV [128] with about 1% uncertainty, or
tt � 4:99� 10ÿ25 s. It is impossible to measure such a short
lifetime directly by measuring the distance between sites of
birth and decay as done, for example, for B-mesons; never-
theless the CDF Collaboration undertook such a measure-
ment, finding tt < 2� 10ÿ13 s [129].

An alternative approach used for strongly interacting
decays is a direct measurement of the mass spectrum width
G. To use this method, the experimental mass resolution of
the instrument should be better than the expected width.
Unfortunately, all Tevatron and LHC experiments have mass
resolutions worse than the SM Gt value. The most precise
measurement of the top-quark width was taken by CDF [30]
using 8.7 fbÿ1 of data. They obtain 1:10 < Gt < 4:05 GeV,
corresponding to 1:6� 10ÿ25 < tt < 6:0� 10ÿ25 s at a 68%
confidence level (CL), in agreement with the SM prediction.

The D0 Collaboration applied an indirect method to
obtain Gt [131] under the assumption that G�t!Wb� is
proportional to the measured t-channel single top quark
production cross section with the proportionality factor
equal to

G�t!Wb�SM
s�t-channel�SM

;

as predicted by the SM. The width is then obtained from
the ratio Gt � G�t!Wb�=Br�t!Wb�, where Br�t!Wb�
is the branching ratio for t!Wb. Using the experimental
values of s(t-channel)� 2:90� 0:59 pb [132], and
Br�t!Wb� � 0:90� 0=04 [133], as well as the SM predic-
tions G�t!Wb��1:33 GeV [107] and s(t-chan-
nel)�2:14� 0:18 pb [81], they obtained Gt � 2:00�0:47ÿ0:43 GeV
and tt � 3:29�0:90ÿ0:63 � 10ÿ25 s. This indirect method was also
implemented by CMS [134] with parameters from Refs [107,
134±136] to obtain Gt � 1:36� 0:02�stat��0:14ÿ0:11�syst� GeV, in
good agreement with the SM prediction.

7.2 t and �t mass difference
The CPT theorem based on the general principles of local
relativistic quantum field theory predicts that antiparticle
properties are the same as the corresponding particle proper-
ties after spatial and time coordinate inversions. In particular,
particle and antiparticle masses must be the same. Although
CPT symmetry is rigorously conserved in the SM, some SM
extensions permit CPT invariance breaking [137±139]. A

stringent limit on particle±antiparticle mass inequality was
obtained for the K0ÿK0 system, namely

mK0 ÿm
K0

mK0

< 0:6� 10ÿ18 ;

at a 90% CL [107], but some SM extensions allow different
quark flavors to have vastly different CPT-violating cou-
plings. The experimental results given in Table 4 are in good
agreement with invariance under the CPT transformation. In
these measurements, the identification of top or antitop
quarks is achieved by measuring the change of the lepton
from the W-boson in t!Wb.

7.3 Top-quark electric charge
In the SM, the top quark possesses an electric charge��2=3� e
and decays to W� and a charge ÿ�1=3� e quark (dominantly
b-quark). But in an extension of the SM [144, 145], an exotic
quark with a mass of about 170 GeV and charge of ÿ�4=3� e
occurs as part of a fourth quark generation with decay to
Wÿb, while the SM top-quark mass is expected to be heavier
than 230 GeV. The first constraint on a ÿ�4=3� e top quark
was obtained by D0 in 2007 [146]; more recently, D0 reported
[47] the analysis of 286 fully reconstructed t�t pairs in the
l� jets channel. The results demonstrated in Fig. 14a rule out
an exoticÿ�4=3� e top quark at a significance greater than 5s
and set an upper bound on the exotic quark fraction of 0.46 at
95% CL.

The CDF Collaboration performed an analysis in the
l� jets channel [148]. The W-boson charge QW was deter-
mined from the decay lepton charge. The associated hadron
jet charge Qjet was reconstructed with a special jet charge
algorithm. A negative value of the product QW Qjet corre-
sponds to the SM t�t decay, while its positive sign comes from
the exotic t�t decays. The results shown in Fig. 14b exclude an
exotic top quark with a ÿ�4=3� e charge and mass of about
170 GeV at the 99% CL

The most stringent constraint on the existence of a
ÿ�4=3� e quark with mass of about 170 GeV was given by
ATLAS [149]. The results obtained are shown in Table 5. The
data for the e- and m-channels are in good agreement and
coincide with the SM prediction of �2=3� e within the errors
quoted. They exclude the XMmodel [144] with a significance
of more than 8s. This model disagrees with the results on
single top production as well [150, 151].

7.4 W-boson polarization in top-quark decays
The helicities of W-bosons in top-quark decays can be �1,
ÿ1, or 0, corresponding to right-handed, left-handed, or
longitudinal polarizations, with corresponding fractions f�,
fÿ, or f0 of events in the decay t!Wb, respectively. These
fractions can be measured using the event distribution over
cos y� [152], where y� is the angle between the charged lepton

Table 4. Mass differences of top and antitop quarks measured at the

Tevatron and the LHC.

Experiment mt ÿm�t, GeV References

D0 0:8� 1:8�stat:� � 0:5�syst:� [140]

CDF ÿ1:95� 1:11�stat:� � 0:59�syst:� [141]

CMS ÿ0:44� 0:46�stat:� � 0:27�syst:� [142]

ATLAS 0:67� 0:61�stat:� � 0:41�syst:� [143]
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momentum and the negative of the top-quark momentum in
the W-boson rest frame (see Fig. 15):

1

s
ds

d cos y�
� 3

4
�1ÿ cos2 y�� f0 � 3

8
�1ÿ cos y��2 fÿ

� 3

8
�1� cos y��2 f� :

The SM predicts f0�0:687�0:005, fÿ � 0:3117�0:005, and
f� � 0:0017� 0:0001 [153]. Deviations from these values
would indicate new physics beyond the SM.

Appropriate findings are presented in Table 6 and Fig. 16.
The experimental results are consistent and agree well with
SM expectations for helicity fractions, and with the VÿA
structure of the Wtb vertex.

7.5 CKM matrix element Vtb

In the SM, the 3� 3 unitary CKM matrix [11, 12] describes
quarkmixing.Themeasurement of jVtbj is basedon the relation

R � Br�t!Wb�P
q Br�t!Wq� �

jVtbj2P
q jVtqj2

;

where q is any down type quark. Due to the unitarity
condition,

P
q jVtqj2 � 1, and thus R � jVtbj2. A global fit to

the SM parameters gives jVtbj � 0:999146�0:000021ÿ0:000046 [107]. Any

experimental deviation from this value will be evidence of new
BSM physics, for example, the existence of a fourth quark
generation [158].

The results of the R measurements are summarized in
Table 7. The decay channels of the t�t events selected for the
analysis were l� jets and the dilepton in Ref. [133], l� jets in
Ref. [159], and the dilepton in Refs [134, 160]. When
restricting to R4 1, the jVtbj lower bound in Ref. [134]
becomes equal to 0.955. All results are consistent with SM
expectations.

The value of jVtbj can also be obtained from the single top
production cross sections without the assumption of three
quark generations or the unitarity of the CKM matrix, as
discussed in Section 5.

8. Role of the top quark in the Standard Model

The top quark, as the weak isospin partner of the b-quark,
plays an important role both in the SM and in its predictions
for experiments. Here, we consider briefly several aspects of
the role of top quarks: cancellations of chiral anomalies,
flavor changing neutral currents and the GIM mechanism,
the large top Yukawa coupling and consistency of the Higgs
mechanism of spontaneous electroweak symmetry breaking

Table 5. ATLAS results of the top-quark charge (Qt) measurements.

Channel Qt=e

e� jets 0:63� 0:04�stat:� � 0:11�syst:�

m� jets 0:65� 0:03�stat:� � 0:12�syst:�

Combination of channels 0:64� 0:02�stat:� � 0:08�syst:�

b t

W

e

y�

ne

Figure 15.Definition of the helicity angle y�.

Table 6. Results of the helicity fraction ( f ) measurements.

Experi-
ment

f Results Refer-
ences

D0+CDF
f0 0:722� 0:081��0:062�stat:� � 0:52�syst:��

[154]
f� ÿ0:033� 0:046��0:034�stat:� � 0:31�syst:��

CDF
f0 0:726� 0:066�stat:� � 0:067�syst:�

[155]
f� ÿ0:045� 0:044�stat:� � 0:058�syst:�

ATLAS
f0 0:67� 0:07

[156]
fÿ 0:32� 0:04

f� 0:01� 0:05

CMS
f0 0:720� 0:039�stat:� � 0:037�syst:�

[157]
fÿ 0:298� 0:028�stat:� � 0:032�syst:�
f� ÿ0:018� 0:019�stat:� � 0:011�syst:�
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Figure 14. (Color online.) (a) Combined distributions in the chargeQt for t�t candidates in D0 data compared with expectations from the SM and the BSM

taken fromRef. [147]. The background contribution is represented by the green-shaded histogram. (b) Distribution of the product of theW-boson charge

times the jet charge from CDF. The shaded histograms give signal and background predictions. The dashed line shows the expectation from an exotic
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[161±165], and large quantum corrections to electroweak
observables.

8.1 Standard Model self-consistency: chiral anomalies
The top quark is needed for the consistency of the SM as a
gauge quantum field theory. In the SM, the fermions, both
leptons and quarks, are combined into three generations
forming left-handed doublets and right-handed singlets with
respect to the weak isospin IL;Rf ,

IL;Rf � � 1

2
; 0 :

ne
eÿ
� �

L
; eÿR ;

u

d

� �
L
; uR; dR ;

nm
mÿ

� �
L

; mÿR ;
c

s

� �
L
; cR; sR ;

nt
tÿ
� �

L
; tÿR ;

t

b

� �
L

; tR; bR ;

where for any fermion field f the left and right chiral
components are defined as

fL;R � 1

2
�1� g5� f :

In order to correctly reproduce the electromagnetic and weak
interactions, the gauge group of the electroweak part of the
SM is taken as

SUL�2� 
UY�1� ; �2�
where SUL�2� is called the weak isospin group (the weak
isospin is an analog of the usual isospin introduced by

Heisenberg to describe the proton and the neutron), and
UY�1� is the weak hypercharge group. The hypercharges of
the left- and right-handed lepton and quark fields are chosen
such that the electric charges are equal to the known
measured charges

Qf �
ÿ
T f
3

�
L
� Y f

L

2
; Qf �

ÿ
T f
3

�
R
� Y f

R

2
; �3�

where �T f
3 �R;L are the isospin projections equal to �1=2 for

the up type component and ÿ1=2 for the down type
component of the fermions, and Y f

L;R stands for correspond-
ing weak hypercharges of the fermions. These relations
are known as the Gell-Mann±Nishijima formulas. The
relations for the group generators guarantee that, after the
spontaneous symmetry breaking, the gauge symmetry
SUL�2� 
UY�1� reduces to the unbroken electromagnetic
group Uem�1�.

Because of this chiral structure of the SM, there is a
potential `chiral' anomaly problem.Generically, anomalies in
a field theory correspond to the situation where some
symmetry is present at the level of a classical Lagrangian but
is violated at the quantum loop level. Indeed, after a
quantization of the SM, one finds that the left- and right-
handed fermion currents, conserved in accord with the
N�other theorem at the classical level, are not conserved for
individual leptons or quarks at the quantum level due to the
triangle loop contributions shown in Fig. 17.

If an anomaly does not vanish, the theory loses its gauge
invariance and, therefore, cannot be acceptable. (However, in

Table 7. Results of measurements of the ratio between R and jVtbj in t�t
events.

Experi-
ment

R jVtbj Lower limit
at 95% CL

Referen-
ces

D0 0.90� 0.04 0.95� 0.02 [133]

CDF 0.87� 0.07 0.93� 0.04 >0.85 [159]

CDF 0.94� 0.09 0.97� 0.05 >0.89 [160]

CMS 1.014� 0.032 ì >0.975 [134]

+
p � k� q

ta
tb

tc

k

q

Figure 17. Loop corrections leading to anomalies. p, q, k are 4-momenta,
and t a, t b, t c are a generic notation for the gauge group generator at the
interaction vertex of the corresponding gauge boson with the fermion in
the loop.
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the case of anomaly-free fundamental theories such as QED,
one may consider some currents, for example, pseudoscalar
fermion pair currents, that possess some global symmetry at
the classical level in addition to the local gauge symmetries of
the fundamental theory. Anomalies for such currents do not
lead to problems. Moreover, this type of anomaly may have
very important physics consequences, as in the case of the
p0-meson decay to two photons.) In the SM, the simultaneous
contributions from left and right chiral fermions to anomalies
occur with opposite signs. The anomaly is then proportional
to the difference between traces of group generators coming
from fermions with left and right chiralities:

Anomaly � Tr
�
t aft bt cg�

L
ÿ Tr

�
t aft bt cg�

R
; �4�

where the square and the curly brackets denote commutators
and anticommutators, respectively.

In theories like QED or QCD, there are no g5 matrices in
the Lagrangians. Therefore, the left and right chiral contribu-
tions exactly compensate each other, so the anomaly is equal
to zero and the theories make perfect sense.

In the electroweak part of the SM, left- and right-handed
fermions couple to UY�1� gauge bosons with different
hypercharges, and only the left components couple to the
SUL�2� gauge bosons. So, it is not obvious a priori that the
chiral anomalies vanish. But the absence of anomalies is a
requirement for the SM to be a valid quantum theory.

Without going into details (they can be found in text-
books; see, e.g., Refs [166±168]), one can check that all the
chiral anomalies are cancelled in the SM for each fermion
generation due to the simultaneous contributions of quarks
and leptons with left and right chiralities. In particular, the
cancellation of the anomaly in each generation takes place
due to the sum of electric charges of leptons being equal in
magnitude but opposite in sign to the sum of quark charges.
For such a cancellation, the number of colors (Nc) must be
equal to three. In particular, the cancellation for the third
fermion generation requires a top quark with the charge
Qt � �2=3e, giving �Qt �Qb�Nc �Qt � 0.

8.2 Flavor changing neutral currents
and the GIM mechanism
The basic principle in constructing the SM Lagrangian is
gauge invariance which allows us to consider only two types
of gauge-invariant terms describing quark±Higgs Yukawa
interactions withmixing of the down and up quark fields from
different generations:

LYukawa � ÿG i j
d

�Q 0iLFd
0 j
R ÿ G i j

u
�Q 0iLF

Cu 0 jR � h:c: ; �5�

where G i j
u , G

i j
d are generic mixing coefficients for the upper

and lower quark fields, respectively, Q 0L is the left quark
doublet in the form

Q 0L �
u 0

d 0

� �
L

;

with the symbol (0) used to account for quark states before
rotation to the mass eigenstates, and the Higgs F and
conjugate HiggsFC fields in the unitary gauge have the forms

F � 1���
2
p 0

v� h

� �
; FC � 1���

2
p v� h

0

� �
;

where v � 246 GeV is the vacuum expectation value of the
Higgs field, and h is the scalar Higgs boson. After sponta-
neous symmetry breaking, the Lagrangian (5) takes the form

LYukawa � ÿh
�
Mij

d
�d 0iL d 0jR �Mij

u �u 0iL u 0jR � h:c:
��

1� h

v

�
;

where Mij
d; u � G i j

d; uv=
���
2
p

are mass mixing matrices for down
and up quarks. Thematrices should be diagonalized to get the
physical states for up and down quarks. This can be done
using unitary transformations in flavor space for all types of
up and down and left and right quark fields:

d 0Li � �U d
L�i j dLj ; d 0Ri � �U d

R�i j dRj ;

u 0Li � �U u
L�i j uLj ; u 0Ri � �U u

R�i j uRj :

After such transformations, the above Yukawa Lagrangian
will contain Dirac mass terms for quarks, and their interac-
tions with the Higgs boson are proportional to the fermion
masses:

LYukawa � ÿ
X3
i�1

�
mi

d
�d id i �mi

u �u iu i
��

1� h

v

�
; �6�

where i � 1; 2; 3 stands for three flavor generations and, in
particular, m 3

u is the top-quark mass mt.
Recall that in the SM all fermion interactions with vector

gauge fields follow from the gauge invariance principle and
are expressed in terms of the products of the gauge fields with
neutral and charged currents containing fermions from the
same generation. Therefore, the above unitary transforma-
tions (U yU � 1) do not affect the neutral currents. As a result,
there are no flavor changing neutral currents (FCNCs) in the
SM at lowest order.

However, the charged currents

J m
C � u 0Lg

md 0L � h:c:

contain quarks rotated by different unitary matrices for the
up and down quarks:

u 0 ! �Uu
L� u ; d 0 ! �Ud

L� d :
After the unitary transformation, therefore, the charged
current becomes

Jm
C � �Uu

L�yUd
L �uLgmdL :

The unitary matrix is called the Cabbibo±Kobayashi±
Maskawa mixing matrix [11, 12]:

VCKM � �Uu
L�yUd

L ;

VCKM �
Vud Vus Vub

V cd Vcs Vcb

Vtd Vts Vtb

 !
: �7�

The CKM matrix is unitary since it is constructed from the
product of unitary matrices. However, this is true only
because of the presence of the top quark in the third
generation.

The unitarity leads to various constraints on the elements
of the CKMmatrix, such as

X3
k�1

V
y
ikVkj � di j :
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One of the consequences of such unitary constraints is the
GIM mechanism formulated originally for the case of two
generations [7] but with obvious extension to three genera-
tions. The GIM mechanism allows one to understand flavor
changing neutral current suppression at higher orders of
perturbation theory in the SM. As explained above, the
FCNCs are absent in the SM at the lowest order by
construction. However, the FCNCs appear at higher orders
in the case of two (real or virtual) W� and Wÿ emissions by
the quark current. For example, the FCNCb! s transition is
proportional to

V ysuVubS�p;mu� � V yscVcbS�p;mc� � V
y
stVtbS�p;mt� ;

where S�p;mu; c; t� is the propagator of the corresponding up
quark with momentum p. In the case of equal quark masses,
one would have the factor

V ysuVub � V yscVcb � V
y
stVtb

in front of the current, which is equal to zero due to the
unitary constraint. This is the exact GIM cancellation. If
quark masses are not equal, as happens in nature, the FCNCs
will be nonzero and will give well-defined predictions for
various phenomena in the physics of K-, D- and B-mesons,
such as oscillations, rare decays, etc. An example is the rare
decay of the Bs-meson to a muon pair m�mÿ. Due to the
absence of the FCNCs at the tree level, the leading Feynman
diagrams are loop diagrams, called box and penguin, as
shown in Fig. 18. In this case, the diagrams involving the
virtual top quark dominate and lead to a theoretical decay
rate of Bs ! m�mÿ equal to �3:66� 0:23� � 10ÿ9 [169] in the
SM, in good agreement with measured values by the LHCb
[170] and the CMS [171] experiments.

We stress once again that the GIM mechanism works for
three fermion generations only because of the existence of the
top quark.

8.3 Top-quark Yukawa coupling and consistency
of the Standard Model at high energy scales
As follows from Lagrangian (6), the Yukawa top±Higgs
interaction is proportional to the top-quark mass:

Ltÿh � ÿmt

v
�tth �8�

and, therefore, it is strong, since the top-quark mass is large.
The top Yukawa coupling

yt �
���
2
p

mt

v
�9�

is numerically close to unity. Such a large top Yukawa
coupling makes a significant impact on the Higgs potential,
when higher order corrections are considered.

In the SM, as for any quantum field theory, all the masses
and coupling constants get quantum corrections and become
so-called running masses and running coupling constants. In
particular, theHiggs boson self-interaction quartic coupling l
gets loop corrections coming from the top, Higgs, and
electroweak gauge boson loops. As a result of the renorma-
lization group evolution, l becomes a function of the energy
scale (renormalization scale m). SM analyses of the running
coupling constants are performed currently to NNLO
accuracy [172±174].

Because of the running of the Higgs self-coupling
constant, the behavior of the Higgs potential may be changed
drastically at high-energy scales. Since the effective Higgs
potential is proportional to l�m� at large m or equivalently at a
large value of the Higgs field, different situations may occur.
The quartic coupling l�m� may be positive all the way up to
the Planck scale, leading to an absolutely stable theory. On
the other hand, l�m�may become negative at large m, leading
to a potential that falls with m, leading to instability of the
theory. Or l�m�may take such values that a second minimum
of the potential appears at some particular scale, leading to
metastability of the theory due to possible tunneling effects.

The secondminimum takes place on some energy scale m0,
where the derivative of l�m�, or equivalently the b function, is
zero:

b�m� � dl�m�
d ln m

����
m�m0
� 0 : �10�

If the value of the potential at the newminimum m0 is less than
the value of the vacuum potential on the electroweak scale,
then the theory is metastable. The boundary between stable
and metastable cases corresponds to a situation where the
first and second minima of the potential are equal. The
minimum can always be chosen to be zero by a constant
shift of the potential. This is equivalent to the condition

l�m0� � 0 �11�

on some energy scale called the critical point m0 �Mcrit.
Because the largest loop corrections in the evolution of

l�m� are proportional to various powers of the top Yukawa
coupling yt, the accurate measurement of the top-quark mass
is of special importance. Results of the NNLO analysis are
shown in Fig. 19 [174]. As can be seen, given the uncertainties,
the second minimum and critical point could be achieved at
the Planck scale. However, a top-quark mass of about
171.3 GeV is needed for this to occur. If the top-quark mass
is heavier, the quartic coupling l crosses zero at lower m. In
particular, the value of the top-quark mass close to the
current measured value of mt � 173:1� 0:6 GeV leads to
the scale m � 1010 GeV for which the quartic coupling
becomes negative.

Keeping in mind the relation between the Higgs mass and
the quartic couplingM 2

H � 2lv 2, a bound is obtained for the
Higgs mass, assuming the critical point to be the Planck scale
[174]:

MH �GeV� > 129:4� 1:4

�
mt�GeV� ÿ 173:1

0:7

�
ÿ 0:5

�
as�mZ� ÿ 0:1184

0:0007

�
� 1:0th ; �12�

where as�mZ� is the running QCD coupling constant taken at
the Z-boson mass mZ, and 1:0th GeV is an estimate of

W�

Wÿ

t

m�

mÿ

n

�b

s

B0
s

W�
Z0

Wÿ
t

mÿ

m��b

s

B0
s

Figure 18. Box and Penguin loop diagrams contributing to the rare decay

Bs ! m�mÿ.
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theoretical uncertainty of all loop computations involved. If
we combine in quadrature the theoretical uncertainty and the
experimental uncertainties on mt and as, we get MH >
129:4� 1:8 GeV. Therefore, the conclusion from this analy-
sis implies that the stability of the SM vacuum at energies up
to the Planck scale is excluded for MH < 126 GeV at 98%
CL.

If the system of critical equations (10) and (11) is solved,
boundaries for areas of stability, metastability, and instability
may be found [174±176]. The result from Ref. [174] is shown
in Fig. 20. The area defined by the current measured values
and uncertainties in as�mZ�, mt, and MH is located in the
metastability region, but close to the boundary with the
stability region. However, the lifetime of such a metastable
vacuum is estimated to be much larger than the current age of
the Universe.

The exclusion of the SM as a valid quantum theory up to
the Planck scale is only at the 2 sigma level with today's
measured top quark and Higgs boson masses, so the
hypothesis that the SM works all the way up to the Planck

scale cannot be completely rejected. This allows scenarios
with the SMHiggs acting as an inflaton to be considered [177,
178]. Clearly, a better precision of the top-quark mass is
needed, as may be achieved at the LHC, but certainly at a
future e�eÿ collider. As the precision of the top-quark mass
measurement becomes substantially smaller than 1 GeV, it
will become imperative that the measured mass have a well-
defined theoretical meaning (see Section 6). Also, for
demarcation between the stability, metastability, or critical-
ity areas of the electroweak vacuum, a contribution from
possible `new physics' might be very important [179].

A large top mass and correspondingly large top Yukawa
coupling lead to a potential problem with the SM called
`naturalness' or the `hierarchy' problem. The loop corrections
to the Higgs boson mass shown in Fig. 21 are given by the
following leading expression:

dM 2
H�

3GF

4
���
2
p

p2
�2m 2

W �m 2
Z �M 2

H ÿ 4m 2
t �L2�ÿ�0:2L�2 ;

�13�
where the cutoff parameter L represents the possible `new
physics' scale. The main contribution to the correction comes
from the top-quark loop.

The problem resides in the fact that correction (13)
depends very strongly (quadratically) on the scale L, which
may be related to contributions from the `new physics'. IfL is
very large, (e.g., of the Planck scale order or somewhat less,
say, around 1010 GeV), the Higgs mass on the order of
100 GeV is very unnatural. Such a dependence is a specific
property of the scalar Higgs boson. Quadratic scale depen-
dences for other SM particles are protected by symmetryÐ
gauge symmetry for gauge bosons, and chiral symmetry for
fermions, but there is no such SM symmetry protecting Higgs
quadratic dependence.

If it is required that the correction to the Higgs mass be
less than the Higgs mass itself, dMH <MH, the upper bound
on the scale L will be found to be slightly less than 1 TeV (the
`little hierarchy' problem). No new physics particles on this
mass scale have been found yet. But since the main
contribution to the Higgs mass correction comes from the
top loop, one might expect the existence of some rather light
top-quark partners, such as stop quarks in supersymmetric
models, making additional loop contributions which may
cancel the top loop quadratic dependence on L [180±183].

8.4 Quantum corrections to electroweak observables
Because of the large top quark mass, one naively would think
that the loop contributions from such a heavy particle would
be suppressed. Indeed, in theories like QED or QCD the top-
quark loop contributions are much smaller than those from
light quarks. However, this is not true for the electroweak
part of the SM. In previous sections, we have seen that, due to
the large top Yukawa coupling, top loops are very important.
For example, themainHiggs boson production channel at the
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Tevatron or LHC, gluon±gluon fusion, proceeds mainly
through a top-quark triangle diagram.

In the SM, the masses of the electroweak gauge bosons
W� and Z appear due to the Higgs mechanism of sponta-
neous symmetry breaking, and the longitudinal components
of the massive vector boson fields come from would-be

Goldstone bosons. In the unitary gauge, the Goldstone
bosons are `eaten' by the longitudinal modes. Loop correc-
tions to the electroweak observables are computed in
covariant gauges where the interaction vertices of the Gold-
stone bosons with quarks are involved. These vertices contain
terms proportional to the fermion masses and, therefore, the
loops containing the top quark make the largest contribu-
tions. As an example, the loop correction to the W-boson
mass shown in Fig. 22 due to top quarks depends quad-
ratically on the top mass, while the Higgs boson loop
correction depends logarithmically on the Higgs mass.
Analysis of these mass corrections provided important
constraints on the Higgs mass [184] prior to the Higgs
discovery by confronting the measured mt and mW with
calculations including these loop corrections, as shown in
Fig. 23. These bounds pointed to the region where the Higgs
was subsequently discovered at the LHC [185, 186].

The plot in the mWÿmt plane from the global fit of
precision electroweak measurements by the SM loop level
predictions [17] is shown in Fig. 24. The narrower blue and
larger grey areas allowed at 1s and 2s correspond to cases
when measurements of the Higgs boson mass are included in
or excluded from the fit. These fits do not include the
experimental mW and mt constraints. The allowed regions
coincide well with the vertical and horizontal bands indicating
the �s regions for the mt and mW direct measurements.

There are many other cases where the top loop contribu-
tions are large; for example, the partial decay width of the
Z-boson to the b�b-quark pair or the rare Bs-boson decay to
the m�mÿ pair (see Section 8.2).

9. Top quark as a window to new physics

The top quark is the heaviest particle of the SM, which
suggests that it may play a special role in the EW symmetry
breaking (cf. Section 8). It also plays a central role in many
Beyond the Standard Model (BSM) scenarios. This allows
using the signatures in the production of pairs or single top
quarks to search for such BSM scenarios. In Sections 9.1±9.5,

b

t
W W W W

h

Figure 22. Loop corrections to the W-boson mass involving contributions

from the top quark and the Higgs boson.
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we review the latest experimental results in which the top
quark is used as a window to BSM physics.

9.1 Searches for associated t�t production
In the SM, the top quark Yukawa coupling yt is numerically
within 1% of unity, given the world average value of mt

� 173:34� 0:76 GeV [10]. A significant deviation of yt from
y SM
t � 1 would be a clear indication of BSM-related
phenomena. With the recent addition of the Higgs boson to
the family of known particles, it became imperative to
measure yt directly, which can be accomplished using the
associated production of a Higgs boson and a t�t pair, where
the Higgs boson is identified through the H! �bb, H! gg,
H!WW; or H! ZZ decay modes.

The first search for t�tH��bb� production at a hadron
collider was carried out in 2009 by D0 using L � 2:1 fbÿ1 of
data [187]. The best observed (expected) constraint at the
Tevatron for t�tH��bb� was m < 17:6 (12.4) in units of the
SM expected cross section at a 95% CL, assuming MH �
125 GeV; it was obtained by CDF using L � 9:4 fbÿ1 of
data [188]. The best constraints at the LHC came from the
ATLAS and CMSCollaborations, both in the t�tH��bb�mode.
The ATLAS analysis applies a neural network discriminant
and an ME method to L � 20:3 fbÿ1 of data in the l� jets
and dilepton channels, and obtains an observed (expected)
upper bound of m < 3:4�2:2� at a 95%CL [189]. Similarly, the
CMS analysis obtains an observed (expected) bound of
m < 4:2�3:3� at a 95% CL by applying an ME method to
L � 19:5 fbÿ1 ofdatainthe l� jetsanddileptonchannels[190].
The results correspond to a fitted m � 1:5� 1:1 for ATLAS,
and 1:2� 1:6 for CMS, consistent with the SM yt value.

9.2 Searches for non-Standard Model Higgs bosons
Many BSMmodels, such as supersymmetry (see Section 9.3),
predict an extended Higgs boson sector. The simplest
extension, the 2 Higgs doublet model (2HDM) [191], postu-
lates two complex SU�2�L doublet scalar fields rather than
one in the SM. This results in eight degrees of freedom, three
of which give masses to the SM W- and Z-bosons, while the
remaining five manifest themselves as physical particles: two
neutral scalars h andH, one pseudoscalar A, and two charged
scalars H�. Typically, h is assumed to correspond to the
discovered Higgs boson. An important parameter of 2HDM
models is the ratio of tan b of the vacuum expectation values
of the two SU�2�L doublets. Large tan b results in enhanced
couplings to third generation fermions of the SM. The
couplings of H� bosons to SM particles are dominated by
the H�t�b (and charge conjugate) vertex due to the large top-
quark mass. Hence, searches for H� bosons concentrate on
the H� ! t�b process if MH� > mt, and on t! H�b if
MH� < mt.

The first search for H� ! t�b was carried out by D0 using
the s-channel single top-like process p�p! H� ! t�b!W�b�b
using L�0:9 fbÿ1 of data [192]. Due to limited sensitivity,
models with tan b < 100 could not be excluded. CMS
searched for H� ! t�b through processes pp! H��tb!
t�nm�n�bb and pp! H��tb! l�n�bbl 0ÿn�bb using L �
19:5 fbÿ1 of data [193], and upper bounds in the range of
180 GeV< m�H� < 600 GeV for tan b � 30 have been
placed.

Large values of tan b make the H� ! t�n decay mode
favorable for t! bH� searches, where the t� lepton is
typically identified through its hadronic decays. CDF
searched for H� ! t�n decays in t�t-like topologies in the

t�tl� jets and ll channels through an enhancement of events
with t leptons using L � 0:2 fbÿ1 of data [194]. Similar
searches were conducted by D0 in the ll channel using
L � 0:9 fbÿ1 of data [195] and in the l� jets and ll channels
using L � 1 fbÿ1 of data [196]. Following the same strategy,
ATLAS and CMS made searches for t! H�b using
L�19:5 fbÿ1 [197] and L � 19:7 fbÿ1 [198] of data at

��
s
p �

8 TeV in l� jets and channels, respectively. In the absence of
a BSM-related signal, upper bounds on Br�t! H�b��
Br�H� ! t�n� were placed in the (MH� , tan b)-plane down
toMH� �80 GeV.

The H� ! c�s decay mode is favorable for small values of
tan b. The first search for this decay mode was conducted by
CDF in t�t-like events in the l� jets channel, where the
invariant mass of the non-b-tagged dijet system was used to
discriminate t! H�b against SM t!W�b decays [199]. The
same strategy was pursued by ATLAS using L � 4:7 fbÿ1 of
data at

��
s
p � 7 TeV [200], and by CMS with L � 19:7 fbÿ1 at��

s
p � 8 TeV [201]. D0 performed a simultaneous search for
the H� ! c�s and H� ! t�n decay modes by analyzing the
l� jets and ll channels divided into regions according to the
multiplicity of identified b-quark jets, using both hadronic
and leptonic t decays [202]. In the absence of a BSM signal,
upper bounds on Br�t! H�b� � Br�H� ! c�s� were placed
in the (MH� , tanb)-plane for 80 <MH� < 160 GeV.

9.3 Searches for supersymmetric partners of the top quark
Supersymmetry [203] is widely considered to be a promising
model for the extension of the SM. Its simplest version
postulates a supersymmetric bosonic partner ~f for each SM
fermion f. A wide class of supersymmetric models predicts a
natural dark matter candidate, which is typically the lightest
neutralinomass eigenstate ~w01 [203]. In the SM, theHiggsmass
MH receives loop contributions from each of the SM
fermions, which can be orders of magnitude larger than MH

itself (cf. Section 8). This fine-tuning problem, also known as
the hierarchy problem, can be elegantly resolved in super-
symmetry, where the loop contribution of each f is cancelled
by its superpartner ~f . The top-quark contribution to MH is
the largest due to mt 4mf 6�t; hence, models with stop mass
eigenstates~t1 and~t2 that are much lighter than all other ~f and
with m~t1 � mt are preferred, suggesting searches for super-
symmetry through top quarks.

Assuming that ~t1 is the next-to-lightest and ~w01 is the
lightest supersymmetric particle and thus is stable, three
phase space regions with distinct decay modes can be
identified as:

(i) m~t1 ÿm ~w0
1
> mt with ~t1 ! t~w01;

(ii) mW �mb < m~t1
ÿm~w0

1
< mt with ~t1 !Wb~w01;

(iii) m~t1 ÿm ~w0
1
< mW �mb with ~t1 !W�b~w01 and W� is

an off-shell W boson, or ~t1 ! c~w01 via loop-suppressed
diagrams.

Many searches for supersymmetry at theTevatron focused
on the extended Higgs sector, which in many supersymmetric
scenarios corresponds to that of 2HDM models summarised
in Section 9.2. Beyond this, CDF searched for pair-produced
stops in ~t1 ! b~w�1 !W���b~w01 decay modes [204].

Decays in all three m~t1 ,m ~w0
1
regions (i)±(iii) were explored

to search for supersymmetry by ATLAS and CMS. A
summary of the exclusion at 95% CL bounds by ATLAS
using up to 20 fbÿ1 of data at

��
s
p � 8 TeV and 4.7 fbÿ1 at��

s
p � 7 TeV is shown in Fig. 25. A substantial part of the
�m~t1

;m ~w0
1
� plane is experimentally excluded, and the different

decay modes are covered by complementary analyses
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reviewed in Ref. [205]. The exclusion sensitivity at high m~t1 is
driven by analyses exploiting boosted topologies and jet
substructure techniques in the l� jets and all-jets channels.
It extends tom~t1

� 700 GeV and is constrained by the size of
the t�t cross section in both channels. The intermediate
kinematic regions at constant m~t1

ÿm ~w0
1
indicated by the

dashed lines in Fig. 25 are experimentally challenging due to
the similarity of the resulting signatures to those from SM
processes. These regions are addressed by precision measure-
ments of st�t in the em channel at

��
s
p � 7 TeV and

��
s
p � 8 TeV

with an experimental uncertainty of about 4% [124], and by a
measurement of the correlations between the spins of the t-
and �t-quarks [206]. The exclusion bounds obtained by CMS
are similar to those shown in Fig. 25, and come from
Refs [207±211].

An alternative strategy employed by both ATLAS and
CMS Collaborations is to search for the heavier stop mass
eigenstate~t2, which then decays to~t1 [212, 213]. In the absence
of a signal, exclusion boundswere set in the (m~t1 m~t2 ) plane up
to (450 GeV, 600 GeV). In addition, a ~t1 signal was sought in
pair production of gluinos (~g), the superpartners of the
gluons, by both ATLAS and CMS [214, 215], and exclusion
bounds were set in the (m~t1 , m ~g) plane up to (700 GeV,
1400 GeV).

9.4 Searches for vector-like quarks
Vector-like quarks (VLQs) have been proposed inmany BSM
scenarios, such as composite Higgs [216±218] and little Higgs
models [219±222], mainly motivated to address the natural-
ness problem. VLQs are defined as quarkswith left- and right-
handed components transforming identically under SU�2�L.
Models with weak isospin singlets, doublets, and triplets have
been proposed, where in the doublet case VLQs can occur as

up quarks (T) or down quarks (B). VLQs predominantly
decay to third generation quarks and produce signatures
either involving top quarks or resembling them. Typical
discrimination variables are HT, defined as the scalar sum of
the transverse momenta of all jets and possibly leptons, and
the mass of T, mT, determined through a kinematic fit.

At the Tevatron, searches focus on pair-produced VLQs
which decay as B!Wt or T!Wb. CDF searched for T�T
production in the l� jets channel using L � 5:6 fbÿ1 of data,
and excluded MT < 360 eV at 95% CL [223]. The exclusion
ofMT < 285 GeV fromD0 usingL � 5:3 fbÿ1 of data [224] is
weaker due to a 2:5s excess in the m� jets channel. CDF
excluded MB < 370 GeV searching for B�B production using
L � 4:8 fbÿ1 of data [225].

Similar search strategies are employed at the LHC;
however, the potential decay modes are extended to
B!Wt, Zb or Hb and T!Wb, Zt or Ht and some searches
target the production of single VLQs. In some cases,
signatures with same-sign final state leptons were used. In
addition, for VLQ masses above about 500 GeV, boosted
signatures and jet-substructure techniques (cf. Section 9.5)
were applied.

In the absence of a signal, MT < 750�900� GeV are
excluded at 95% CL for Br�T! Ht��1 �Br�T! Ht��0�
byATLAS [226±228], andMT < 650�800�GeVbyCMS [229±
233]. Similarly, MB < 600�800� GeV are excluded at a 95%
CL for Br�B!Hb��1 �Br�B!Hb��0� by ATLAS [226±
228, 234], andMB < 550�750� GeV by CMS [229, 230].

9.5 Searches for new gauge bosons
An extended gauge sector with massive gauge bosons,
generically denoted as W 0 or Z 0, is predicted in many BSM
scenarios, such as the Arkani-Hamed, Dimopoulos, Dvali
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model with large extra dimensions [235] or the Randall±
Sundrum model with warped extra dimensions [236, 237],
and many others.

Assuming that the W 0 has SM-like VÿA couplings,
searches for W 0 ! ln provide the best sensitivity. However,
if the W 0 couples only to right-handed particles and if
hypothetical right-handed neutrinos are more massive than
the W 0, W 0 ! t�b becomes the preferred search channel.
Searches have also been performed for a leptophobic W 0

boson with left-handed couplings. Typically, search strategies
concentrate on single top-like t�b production through the s-
channel, and use the invariant mass distribution of the t�b
system as a discriminant. The first search for W 0 with
arbitrary couplings was conducted by D0 using L � 2:3 fbÿ1

of data [238], and excluded MW 0 < 800GeV with purely left-
or right-handed couplings. CDF excluded MW 0 < 900 GeV
with purely right-handed couplings using L � 9:5 fbÿ1 of
data as shown in Fig. 26a, and providing the world's most
stringent bounds on W 0 with MW 0 < 600 GeV to date [239].
Similar search strategies were applied by the ATLAS and
CMS Collaborations to L � 20:3 fbÿ1 and L � 19:5 fbÿ1 of
data, resulting in observed (expected) exclusion bounds of
MW 0 < 1:92 TeV (1.75 TeV) [240] and MW 0 < 2:05 TeV
(2.02 TeV) [241], respectively, for a W 0-boson with
purely right-handed couplings.

Searches for Z 0 ! t�t decays were conducted following the
classical bump-hunt strategy in the invariant mass spectrum
of the t�t system for two generic scenarios: a resonance that is
narrow relative to the detector resolution GZ 0=mZ 0 � 1%,
representative of models such as topcolor [242], and a broad
resonance GZ 0=mZ 0 � 10%ÿ15% as found, for example, in
the Randall±Sundrum model with warped extra dimensions.
In 2012, the search for Z0 resonances using L � 5:3 fbÿ1 of
data [243] by D0 sparked some interest with an excess of 2s at
mt�t � 1 TeV, as shown in Fig. 26b, resulting in amuchweaker
observed bound of mZ0 > 835 GeV than the expectation of
920 GeV for narrow resonances. This excess was not
confirmed by CDF, which excluded narrow Z0-bosons up to
an observed (expected) bound of mZ0>915�940� GeV using
L � 9:5 fbÿ1 of data. The sensitivity of such searches
dramatically decreased beyond mZ0 > 1 TeV, because the
three jets from the t!W��q0�q� b decay can overlap in the
(Z, f) plane and are not resolved as separate objects. This

experimental challenge can be addressed by applying jet
substructure techniques [244] to identify sub-jets resulting
from the t!W��q0�q� b decay products within wide jets.

ATLAS made a search for Z 0 resonances using
L � 20:3 fbÿ1 of data and obtained observed (expected)
exclusion bounds of mZ0>1:8�2:0�TeV for narrow and of
mZ0 > 2:1�2:2� TeV for wide resonances in Randall±Sun-
drum scenarios [245]. The search by CMS using L �
19:7 fbÿ1 of data found observed (expected) exclusion
bounds of mZ0>2:4�2:4�TeV for narrow resonances, as
shown in Fig. 27, and of mZ0 > 2:8�2:7� TeV for wide
resonances in Randall±Sundrum models [247].

10. Conclusions

The top quark is strikingly different from other quarks and
thus it plays a unique role in particle physics. It is the most
massive of the quarks, and indeed of all SM particles. Because
the Higgs Yukawa coupling is proportional to the fermion
mass, the top quark Yukawa coupling is largeÐvery close to
unity. The large mass also makes the top-quark lifetime very
much shorter than the time required to pull new quark±
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antiquark states out of a vacuum and make hadrons. There-
fore, uniquely, the top quark can be studied in its bare, un-
hadronized form. Despite the top quark's similarities to the
other fermions in its basic quantum properties, it stands out
as the exotic bird of paradise in the quark family portrait. Or
is the top quark the model for what a quark should be, with
the others as the odd sisters?

The virtual top-quark loops in the W-boson or Higgs
boson propagators lead to very sensitive tests of the validity
of the SM through the relationship of the masses of the top
quark, theW-boson, and theHiggs boson. Themeasured top-
quark mass is consistent with what is needed to drive the
quartic coupling in the SMHiggs potential to negative values
at large Q 2, leading to a possibly metastable universe. While
the lifetime of the universe is extremely long, it is a puzzle that
the top and Higgs masses should conspire so as to put the
universe at the boundary between stability and instability.

In seeking new phenomena to explain the defects of the
SM, most new models invoke large couplings between the
new particles and the top quark, as seen in the very large
Yukawa coupling of the Higgs boson to top quarks. Thus, we
have the prospect of finding new particles such as heavy
Z bosons or vector quarks whose decays contain top quarks,
or particles such as chargedHiggs bosons that could appear in
the top decays. In supersymmetric models, the need for
cancellation of the large loop contributions arising from the
large top quark mass suggests that the companion top
squarks should have a lower mass than other sparticle
masses, thus making them prime candidates for a first
sighting of supersymmetry. Despite the failure so far to find
new physics in the production or decays of top quarks, the
search remains highly motivated and will continue to be a
dominant theme in the ongoing LHC program.

Although the top quark might seem to play no role in our
everyday experience, its impact is nevertheless strong. If one
assumes approximately unified SU�3� � SU�2� �U�1� cou-
plings at a very high scale and allows them to evolve with
decreasing Q 2, a break in the running as occurs at Q � mt. If
one continues to evolve to lower Q 2, one reaches the LQCD

scale, which, in turn, determines the proton mass. The
resulting relation [247] mproton / m

2=27
t implies that if the

top-quark mass had the value originally expected of about
3�mb, the proton would weigh only 80% of what we
observe, with dramatic consequences for our everyday world.

We expect the top quark to continue to be a portal for new
discoveries.
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